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Letter From the School Committee
To Our Grafton Community,
The Grafton School Committee is proud to introduce the 2018-2019 Strategic Plan. This is the result of a year’s
worth of work by a collaborative committee comprised of students, teachers, parents, administrators, and School
Committee members. We would like to offer sincere thanks to the participants for their time, energy, and
dedication to our district. The new Strategic Plan establishes a direction for the district and provides a clear focus
for the future by identifying our priorities, with distinct action steps for forward progress. The Strategic Plan
continues our focus on providing the best educational opportunities for all Grafton students to learn, grow, and
find future success.
During our extensive strategic planning meetings, we examined our district’s values, shared our thoughts for what
we wanted out of our schools and worked collectively to define five strategic priorities to help guide the Grafton
schools over the next year. Additionally, we established benchmarks to help meet the following strategic
objectives:
●
●
●
●
●

Strategic Objective #1: Foster the development of flexible and innovative learning environments
Strategic Objective #2: Maximize community engagement
Strategic Objective #3: Expand authentic learning experiences and assessments for all students
Strategic Objective #4: Increase personalized learning
Strategic Objective #5: Foster social-emotional learning

As we implement the strategic plan, we plan to openly communicate with the community about the progress on
our priority initiatives and provide clear metrics defining success. Stakeholders will give regular updates on the
progress of the plan at School Committee meetings and we will work with teachers and administrators to refine
the plan as needed.
The town of Grafton is extremely fortunate to have such talented educators making a difference in our students’
lives every day. We also have a community that is committed to education and that consistently demonstrates its
commitment and support through the generosity of time and funding. We look forward to a successful partnership
among the administration, faculty, staff, School Committee, and community members in helping us to achieve
these goals and offer the best educational opportunities for all Grafton students.
Sincerely,
Peter R. Carlson, Chair
Laura Often, Vice Chair
Jennifer Connelly, Clerk
Maureen Cohen
Melissa Mazan
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Superintendent’s Introduction
Grafton has a long, proud history of providing excellent educational experiences for students. As a school system
we are continuously striving to ensure that our students are well-prepared for the challenges of the 21st century.
We are excited about what the future holds for our children and the Grafton Public Schools, and we look forward
to using this strategic plan as the foundational piece for our continued growth.
I want to thank the over thirty parents, community members, staff, students, and administrators who worked
collaboratively to create this strategic plan. The plan serves as a roadmap for the future; yet, it is designed to be a
working document. The plan defines our priorities in the short term while allowing for expansion to ensure
continual progress:
• Foster the development of flexible and innovative learning environments
• Maximize community engagement
• Expand authentic learning experiences and assessments for all students
• Increase personalized learning
• Foster social-emotional learning
The excellence that has been achieved to date is a reflection of collaboration with the community and the fiscal
support of the town. On behalf of the school district, I want to thank all who contributed their time, thinking, and
effort into making this strategic plan a meaningful, collaborative tool for continuous growth.
Sincerely, -Jay
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Strategic Planning Committee Membership

Member
Stijn Balogh
Karen Barkin
Wendy Bell
Dawn Bosland
Tracey Calo
Peter Carlson
Mary Coakley
Maureen Cohen
Magen Cosman
Jennifer Connelly
Susan Craig
Jay Cummings
Karla Koza
Tim Fauth
Julie Flynn
Jon Kelly
Roseanne Kurposka
Dan Landesman
Melissa Mazan
Laura Often
Doreen Parker
Marcia Pereira
Jim Pignataro
Lisa Rice
Karen Salvatelli
Robyn Stewart
Joanne Stocklin
Mike Tucker
Neil Trahan
Katie Wesgan
Steve Wiltshire

Role
Student
Teacher
Parent
Parent
Assistant Superintendent
School Committee Member/Parent
Assistant Principal/Parent
School Committee Member/Parent
Teacher
School Committee Member/Parent
Parent
Superintendent/Parent
Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal
Principal
Assistant Principal
Principal
Teacher
School Committee Member/Parent
School Committee Member/Parent
Principal
Data Coordinator
Principal
Teacher
Parent
Parent
Principal
Assistant Principal
Director of Technology
Teacher
Principal
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Grafton Public Schools – Strategy Overview
Vision
Grafton Public Schools is an evolving and responsive community. We provide an interactive learning
environment that ensures academic excellence and social responsibility. Our instructional programs foster
personal integrity and the critical thinking necessary for global citizenship. We empower our students to be active
participants who thrive in an ever-changing world.

Theory of Action
The Grafton Public Schools will exceed the needs of all students by promoting exceptional instruction and the
growth of all educators through collaboration, a rich and interconnected curriculum, and instructional supports.

v Strategic Objective #1: Foster the development of flexible and innovative learning environments
Overview: The flexible modern learning environments being built today promote and support a range of learning
activity, no longer confining students to a single desk and chair for everything they do. These learning
environments support strengths-based teaching and can offer students and teachers flexibility, openness and
access to resources, and can be configured to meet the changing requirements.
(https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/education/95923387/the-education-issue-why-flexible-learning-environments)
Innovative learning environments includes the use of learning within the community as well.
v Strategic Objective #2: Maximize community engagement
Overview:
Schools, parents, and the community should work together to promote the health, well-being, and learning of all
students. When schools actively involve parents and engage community resources they are able to respond more
effectively to the health-related needs of students. Family and community involvements foster partnerships
among schools, family and community groups, and individuals. These partnerships result in sharing and
maximizing resources. And they help children and youth develop healthy behaviors and promote healthy
families.
v Strategic Objective #3: Expand authentic learning experiences and assessments for all students
Overview:
Authentic learning refers to a wide variety of educational and instructional techniques focused on connecting
what students are taught in school to real-world issues, problems, and applications. Students are more likely to be
interested in what they are learning, more motivated to learn new concepts and skills, and better prepared to
succeed in college, careers, and adulthood if what they are learning mirrors real-life contexts, equips them with
practical and useful skills, and addresses topics that are relevant and applicable to their lives outside of school
(https://www.edglossary.org/authentic-learning/).
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v Strategic Objective #4: Increase personalized learning
Overview:
The term personalized learning refers to a diverse variety of educational programs, learning experiences,
instructional approaches, and academic-support strategies that are intended to address the distinct learning needs,
interests, aspirations, or cultural backgrounds of individual students. Personalized learning is generally seen as an
alternative to so-called “one-size-fits-all” approaches to schooling in which teachers may, for example, provide
all students in a given course with the same type of instruction, the same assignments, and the same assessments
with little variation or modification from student to student. The goal of personalized learning is to make
individual learning needs the primary consideration in important educational and instructional decisions
(https://www.edglossary.org/personalized-learning/).

v Strategic Objective #5: Foster social-emotional learning
Overview:
Provide a safe and supportive learning and social environment where each member of the educational
community can achieve in a respectful and productive environment and where students will grow in the five
Social-Emotional Learning Competencies: Self-Awareness, Social Awareness, Relationship Skills, Responsible
Decision-Making, and Self-Management.
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Strategic Objective #1: Foster the development of flexible and innovative learning environments

Overview:
The flexible modern learning environments being built today promote and support a range of learning activity, no
longer confining students to a single desk and chair for everything they do. These learning environments support
strengths-based teaching and can offer students and teachers flexibility, openness and access to resources, and
can be configured to meet the changing requirements. .(https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/education/95923387/theeducation-issue-why-flexible-learning-environments) Innovative learning environments includes the use of
learning within the community as well.

Previous Steps:
●
●
●
●

Utilizing a wide range of seating options at the elementary level (balance balls, standing desks, etc.)
Increased number of mobile devices and wireless connectivity in all schools
Later Start Times subcommittee formed and meeting since 2016
Secondary scheduling project taking place in 2017-2018. This project includes the assessment and
resetting of the school scheduling process to include analyzing rotation to promote student choices.
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Benchmarks for 2018-2019:
Goal Date

Process Benchmarks for 2018-2019

Person(s)
Responsible

Research best practices in flexible and innovative learning
environments, include recommendations for each school.
Paired with needs assessment.

Learning
Environments
Committee

12-18

Assess current 1:1 program and examine possibility of
expanding 1:1 program.

Technology
Department, DLT

12-18

Increase the degree to which technology is embedded into Technology
instruction.
Department, DLT

4-19

Assess potential change to later start times. If approved,
develop a plan for implementation.

School Committee,
Supt.

10-18

Increase student work-based (internship) experiences at
the high school level with a plan for further expansion in
following years

GHS
Administration

5-19

Status

Future Steps:
●
●
●
●
●

Consider further expansion and feasibility of 1:1 program
Consider the increase of summer programming
Examine possible expansion of dual-enrollment programming with secondary institutions
Examine /impact of increased use of blended and online learning experiences
Utilizing a wide range of seating options at the elementary level (balance balls, standing desks, etc.)
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Strategic Objective #2: Maximize community engagement
Overview:
Schools, parents, and the community should work together to promote the health, well-being, and learning of all
students. When schools actively involve parents and engage community resources they are able to respond more
effectively to the health-related needs of students. Family and community involvements foster partnerships
among schools, family and community groups, and individuals. These partnerships result in sharing and
maximizing resources. And they help children and youth develop healthy behaviors and promote healthy
families.
Research shows that students whose parents are involved in their education are more likely to:
●
Adapt well to school
●
Attend school more regularly
●
Complete homework more consistently
●
Earn higher grades and test scores
●
Graduate and go on to college
●
Have better social skills
●
Show improved behavior
●
Have better relationships with their parents
●
Have higher self-esteem
Additionally, linking community activities to the classroom
●
Improves school-related behaviors
●
Positively impacts academic achievement
●
Reduces school suspension rates
https://www.education.nh.gov/instruction/school_health/health_coord_family.htm

Previous Steps:
●
●
●

Offer parent workshops, school-based evening activities, open houses, regular communication between
teacher-parents
Communicate out to parent community (newsletters, memos, social media sites)
Maintain robust district and school websites
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Benchmarks for 2018-2019:
Process Benchmarks for 2018-2019

Person(s)

Goal Date

Status

Responsible
Identify community volunteerism opportunities for families,

DLT, School

students, community members and conduct outreach to

Committee

3-19

local businesses for the purpose of partnership and the
creation of internship opportunities. Potential creation of a
volunteer advisory board.
Develop and Implement public relations and

DLT, School

11-18

communications plan

Committee

Create and utilize increased avenues for two-way

DLT

10-18

School Committee

10-18

Increase use of GHS video and Cable Access programming.

DLT, Technology

11-18

Better utilization of the GHS studio

Department

communication for all stakeholder groups. Identify who the
stakeholders and what avenues are we to explore.
Secure community partnership(s) for funding of district
overview to Grafton Community.

Future Steps:
●
●
●
●
●

Establish a part-time volunteer coordinator position
Creation of public relations officer (stipend position)
Establish a volunteer program for students
Establish a volunteer program at the schools for community members
Increase information sharing with non-GPS residents
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Strategic Objective #3: Expand authentic learning experiences and assessments for all students
Overview:
Authentic learning refers to a wide variety of educational and instructional techniques focused on connecting
what students are taught in school to real-world issues, problems, and applications. Students are more likely to be
interested in what they are learning, more motivated to learn new concepts and skills, and better prepared to
succeed in college, careers, and adulthood if what they are learning mirrors real-life contexts, equips them with
practical and useful skills, and addresses topics that are relevant and applicable to their lives outside of school
(https://www.edglossary.org/authentic-learning/).

Previous Steps:
●

Building-specific, targeted professional learning on increasing student engagement

●

Convene a Homework Policy Committee to review the policy

●

Present policy to School Committee for approval
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Benchmarks for 2018-2019:
Process Benchmarks for 2018-2019

Person(s) Responsible

Establish clear expectations for student

District Committee

engagement and deeper learning in the

Assistant Superintendent

Goal Date

Status

1-19

classroom
Support shifts in homework and grading

Assistant Superintendent

practices

Principals

6-19

Teachers

Future Steps:
●

Increase teacher capacity to incorporate authentic learning experiences in grade level/content area
curriculum

●

Create and implement common formative assessments, K-12

●

Incorporate innovative practices, programs, and/or whole school models to increase authentic
learning, engagement, and student achievement

●

Expand service-learning, place-based learning, and connections with the community to increase
authentic learning, engagement and student achievement

●

Research capstone projects at the high school level
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Strategic Objective #4: Increase personalized learning
Overview:
The term personalized learning refers to a diverse variety of educational programs, learning experiences,
instructional approaches, and academic-support strategies that are intended to address the distinct learning needs,
interests, aspirations, or cultural backgrounds of individual students. Personalized learning is generally seen as an
alternative to so-called “one-size-fits-all” approaches to schooling in which teachers may, for example, provide
all students in a given course with the same type of instruction, the same assignments, and the same assessments
with little variation or modification from student to student. The goal of personalized learning is to make
individual learning needs the primary consideration in important educational and instructional decisions
(https://www.edglossary.org/personalized-learning/).
Previous Steps:
●

Building-specific initiatives that foster student agency and promote innovative practices

Benchmarks for 2018-2019:
Process Benchmarks for 2018-2019

Person(s) Responsible

Goal Date

Status

Foster student agency by creating robust choices District Committee
for student learning and engaging students as

Assistant Superintendent

partners in their learning

Principals

Ongoing

Teachers
Pilot innovative approaches to personalized

District Committee

learning to promote student agency during

Assistant Superintendent

2018-2019 school year and ongoing.

Principals

Ongoing

Teachers

Future Steps:
●

Increase blended learning opportunities for students to co-create the path, place, and pace of their
learning

●

Assess students’ progress and celebrate authentic learning experience
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Strategic Objective #5: Foster social-emotional learning
Provide a safe and supportive learning and social environment where each member of the educational
community can achieve in a respectful and productive environment and where students will grow in the five
Social-Emotional Learning Competencies: Self-Awareness, Social Awareness, Relationship Skills, Responsible
Decision-Making, and Self-Management.
Overview:
For a growing number of schools and districts, SEL has become a coordinating framework for how educators,
families, and communities partner to promote students’ social, emotional, and academic learning. SEL is
embedded in their strategic plans, staffing, professional learning, and budgets. It guides their curriculum choices
and classroom instruction — both direct practice in SEL as well as integrated instruction with reading, math,
history, and other core subjects. It drives many of their schoolwide practices and policies. It informs how adults
and students relate with each other at all levels of the system, creating a welcoming, participatory, and caring
climate for learning. It shapes their partnerships with families and community members, highlighting
engagement, trust, and collaboration. (CASEL.org, 2018)
Previous Steps:
● Needs assessment conducting through the formation of a wellness committee
● Pre-planning through District Leadership Team professional development
● Ongoing Responsive Classroom PD at elementary level
● Implementation of school resource officer
Benchmarks for 2018-2019:
Process Benchmarks for 2018-2019

Person(s) Responsible

Creation of a vision for our social emotional focus School Based SAC/SEL
at the district and school level.

Committees

Develop and integrate social-emotional

DLT

education for parent and community members.
Develop and implement year-long professional

DLT

development of all personnel.
Monitor the social-emotional health of our

DLT, School SEL/SAC

students and staff through a variety of methods

Teams

Goal Date

Status

12-18

6-19

6-19

Ongoing

and adjust school-based interventions as needed.
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Future Steps:
●
●
●
●

Review and confirm direct alignment of SEL initiatives related strategic objectives
Partner with community resources to broaden SEL parent/family educational opportunities.
Define responses to SEL needs through the development of systemic tier 3 support structure.
Increase personnel resources to address rising mental health needs: school psychologists,
adjustment counselors, social workers, etc.

(Photo credit: Richard Price/ Grafton News)
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APPENDIX

The District Planning Process
Create—Align—Implement
From Data Analysis to Outcome-Driven Planning to System Alignment
From Action Planning to Progress Monitoring to Potential Redesign
Create—Align—Implement represent the three phases of a planning process that is designed to
strengthen district coherence and support district success. This planning process centers on the creation
of a multi-year District Plan that is grounded in analysis of a wide array of district data; sets specific,
measurable outcomes and identifies the objectives and initiatives to accomplish them; and serves as
the foundation and guide for all other district systems.
This planning process also centers on the creation of an annual action plan that supports success of the
District Plan by identifying benchmarks districts can use to monitor progress and measure impact while
implementation is underway. The activities and resulting plans for each phase are depicted in the
graphic below.

Create Plan

Align
Systems

Implement

•Envision the future
•Analyze district performance, educator evaluation, and
community feedback data for trends and patterns
•Backward design the improvement strategy from specific, desired
student outcomes, researching effective practices

District Plan
3 years

•Connect Educator Evaluation goals and School Improvement
Plans to the District Plan
•Leverage budget, grants, and resources in support of the District
Plan
•Build community commitment to the District Plan

•Create an annual action plan with progress and impact
benchmarks
•Monitor and publicly report on progress
•Redesign the District Plan if necessary

District
Action Plan
1 year
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The Massachusetts Planning and Implementation Framework
Element

Definition

Mission

Your purpose: why the organization exists.

Core Values

What you believe in: the principles that guide decision making and action.

Vision

Your aspirations for students: what you value and why, and what future success will look like.
Are the foundation of the…

Theory of Action

The beliefs and assumptions you hold about why certain actions will lead to the vision you seek.
Which leads to the development of the…

Strategic Objectives

The coherent group of overarching goals and key levers for improvement that will achieve the
vision.
Which will be achieved by the…

Strategic Initiatives

The projects and programs that support and will achieve the strategic objectives.
For which you set...

Outcomes

The expected results: what they will be, how they will be measured, when they will occur.
Outcomes are SMART goals: specific and strategic; measurable; action-oriented; rigorous,
realistic, results-focused; timed and tracked.
Final outcomes set targets for improvement achieved at the end of plan implementation. For
example, in Year 3, reduce the MCAS achievement gap for English language learners by 25% as
measured by the Composite Performance Index (CPI).
Interim outcomes set targets for improvement during plan implementation.
Which you evaluate progress toward attaining by setting…

Implementation
Benchmarks

The planned action steps and their impact. Two different types of implementation benchmarks
are required to determine whether you did what you had planned, when you planned to do it—
and whether early evidence indicates effectiveness.
Process benchmarks specify what will happen, who will do it, and when. For example, 20
teachers will complete an ESL course by June.
Early evidence of change benchmarks identify changes you should begin to see if the plan is
having its desired impact while being implemented. Early evidence benchmarks are indicators of
effective implementation rather than measurements of interim results. Early evidence
benchmarks might include changes in practice or attitude from sources such as classroom
observation or surveys. For example, an increase in student use of oral language was observed in
80% of these ESL teachers’ classrooms between October and May.

Which you consistently monitor and use as indicators for assessing whether the plan is on track to achieve desired
change, or requires adjustment.
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Create—Align—Implement
District Plan and Action Plan Components
The Massachusetts Planning and Implementation Framework
The Massachusetts Planning and Implementation Framework, displayed on the previous page, was
developed by the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education to support plan creation.
The framework provides a common planning language and supports the shared understanding
critical to successful planning and execution. The framework defines all improvement and action
plan components.
District Plan
An effective District Plan is developed with input from staff, families, students, and community
partners. The outline below identifies a proposed structure for the multi-year District Plan. These
components reflect legislative requirements, educator evaluation expectations, and best practices in
planning.
I. District Mission, Vision, Core Values
a. The district’s core values
b. The district’s mission
c. The district’s vision
II. Data analysis and theory of action for improvement
a. Data analysis of student achievement and gaps between student groups in core
subjects
b. The district’s theory of action for improvement
III. Strategic Objectives and Initiatives
a. Strategic objectives for improvement (3-5 recommended, to support focus)
b. The strategic initiatives that will achieve these objectives
c. The professional development that will support each initiative
d. Teacher induction and mentoring activities that support successful implementation
IV. Outcomes
a. Performance benchmarks—interim and final outcomes—and processes for
evaluating initiative effectiveness
District Action Plan
The annual Action Plan supports the implementation of the multi-year District Plan. The outline
below identifies action plan components.
I. Implementation Benchmarks
a. Implementation benchmarks for the year, defining specific activities, persons
responsible, and timelines for action to be taken to accomplish the initiatives in the
District Plan
II. Resources Supporting Implementation
a. The staff and financial resources allocated to support these initiatives
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Create—Align—Implement
Connecting Existing District Systems to Create Coherence

The graphic below depicts the data sources that inform District and School Improvement Plans; the
contents of improvement and action plans and the relationships between these plans; and the
connections between these plans and district systems. District and School Improvement Plans are living
documents that should guide district systems and respond to changes in the district context, including
data about plan implementation and impact gathered through action plan monitoring.

District Performance
Data

Educator Evaluation
Data

District Action Plan
Implementation
Benchmarks
Resources

District Plan
Vision, Mission, Core Values
Data Analysis
Strategic Objectives
Strategic Initiatives
Professional Development
Teacher Induction & Mentoring
Outcomes (SMART Goals)

Budget
Grants
Technology
Resource Allocation

Community Feedback

Educator Evaluation
System

School Action Plan
Implementation
Benchmarks
Resources

School Improvement Plan
Vision, Mission, Core Values
Data Analysis
Strategic Objectives
Strategic Initiatives
Professional Development
Teacher Induction & Mentoring
Outcomes (SMART Goals)

School Performance
Data

Educator Evaluation
Data

Community Feedback
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Strategic Planning Updates & Strategic Planning Committee Meetings

Report to SC

Day/Date
Tuesday, October 9

Time
7:00 PM

Location
Municipal
Center

Report Topic
Social-emotional learning - vision &
professional development (5)

Report to SC

Tuesday, October 23

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Social-emotional learning – current
status and interventions (5)

Report to SC

Tuesday, November 6

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Student Agency (4)

Report to SC

Tuesday, November 27

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

SPC Meeting

Wednesday, December 12

6:30 PM

LGI Room
GHS

Learning environments – 1:1
programming, technology integration,
learning environments committee (1)
Planning for 2019-2020 Strategic
Plan Development

Report to SC

Tuesday, January 8

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Student engagement – Expectations
(3)

Report to SC

Tuesday, January 22

6:30 PM
7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Social-emotional learning – parent
education (5)

Report to SC

Tuesday, February 12

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Homework (3)

Report to SC

Tuesday, March 12

6:45 PM
7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Later Start Times Committee
Recommendation (1)

SPC Meeting

Wednesday, March 20

6:30 PM

LGI Room
GHS

Planning for 2019-2020 Strategic
Plan Development

Report to SC

Tuesday, March 26

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Innovation/Personalized learning (4)

Report to SC

Tuesday, April 9

7:00 PM

Municipal Personalized Learning – Internship
program, career pathways (1)
Center

Report to SC

Tuesday, April 23

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

Community Engagement and
Communication (2)

Report to SC

Tuesday, May 14

7:00 PM

Homework (3)

SPC Meeting

Wednesday, May 22

6:30 PM

Report to SC

Tuesday, May 28

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center
LGI Room
GHS
Municipal
Center

Report to SC

Tuesday, June 18

7:00 PM

Municipal
Center

TBD

Planning for 2019-2020 Strategic
Plan Development
Strategic Planning Committee –
2019-2020 Plan
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